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Germany’s most prominent political debate TV program “Anne Will” had announced to run a
show on Gaza on 11 January, but in what many observers believe to be an unprecedented
step canceled the topic only three days earlier. The talk show is broadcast every Sunday
night by the country’s foremost public-service broadcaster ARD while attracting on average
3.6 million viewers. The “Anne Will” show which in the fall of 2007 succeeded the successful
primetime talk  hosted by Sabine Christiansen –  who is  now anchoring CNBC’s  “Global
Players” series – is named after the presenter.

Official Germany Adopts Israeli Propaganda

On the evening of the second day (28 January) of the Israeli attacks on Gaza, the German
government’s  spokesperson  said  that  in  a  telephone  conversation  German  Chancellor
Angela Merkel and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert “agreed that the responsibility for the
development of the situation in the region clearly and exclusively lies with Hamas”. The
same further outlined the official version of the conflict according to the Berlin government
which assembles the Christian-Democratic (CDU/CSU) and Social-Democratic (SPD) Parties:
“Hamas unilaterally broke the agreement for a ceasefire, there has been a continuous firing
of […] rockets at Israeli settlements and Israeli territory, and without question – and this was
stressed by the chancellor – Israel has the legitimate right to defend its own people and
territory.”[1] The Italian newspaper La Stampa commented “that with this outright German
backing for Israel the policy of velvet gloves has ended with which German diplomacy was
used to approach this region. It seems as if the Chancellor […] had decided to choose this
moment and this topic of tremendous importance to let Germany return to the stage of
grand foreign policy”.[2]

Along with the United States, Germany is fully backing Tel Aviv in its anew massive recourse
to arms. Thus, unlike Britain and France where the political leaderships have to be attentive
to avoid the explosion of outrage voiced particularly by their Muslim communities, German
officials have to fear much less political  ramifications resulting from protests that however
occurred to a much lesser extent than e.g. in major U.S. and European capitals. This is due
to two factors: One, compared to Britain’s and France’s Arab communities, it seems that
German Turks – after all almost three million – are less politicized, especially when it comes
to the Arab/Palestinian issue; second, as they are largely excluded from the political process
due to the country’s comparatively harder path to gain citizenship, the responsiveness of
political authorities tend to be on a lesser degree than in traditional ius soli countries.

What  is  more,  the  German  media  overwhelmingly  and  across  the  political  spectrum
represent the interpretation from the Israeli leadership, i.e. that the “Jewish State” would
fight  a  defensive  war  against  rocket-throwing  Hamas  terrorists  with  the  noble  cause  of
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defending Western enlightened democracies, such as Israel, in the “war on terror” against
Islamism.  Those  views  are  echoed  in  conservative-right  papers  such  as  Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung and Die Welt, in “liberal” ones such as the weeklies Der Spiegel and Die
Zeit, up to “liberal-left” ones such as Süddeutsche Zeitung and Frankfurter Rundschau. The
only German newspaper that has consistently and extensively covered the Gaza tragedy is
the left-wing junge Welt – but which only has small readership.    

“Anne Will”’s Promising Selection

Differing  from this  general  media  and  political  patterns,  those  considered  to  be  invited  to
the “Anne Will” show would have proposed a more accurate interpretation of the situation. It
is widely suggested that the following guests should have appeared:

·         Avi Primor, former Israeli ambassador to Germany (1993–99), relieved from that office
by former Prime Minister Ariel Sharon due to his critical remarks toward the right-wing
Israeli  Shas party.  Primor,  who is  a  member  of  the Club of  Rome,  at  an “Anne Will”
appearance on 23 September 2007 said: “War is raging, a world war. The war against world
terrorism is a world war – a world war against the West.”[3] Despite statements close to
those  made  by  Israeli  governments,  Primor  is  known  for  his  advocacy  of  an
Israeli–Palestinian  understanding.

·         Joschka Fischer, former German Foreign Minister (1998–2005), and a founding
member and chair of the European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR). In an interview with
Germany’s weekly Die Zeit on the current conflict, the former long-year head of the Green
Party claimed: „Hamas has declared the end of the truce and has resumed the shelling of
Southern Israel with rockets. These are facts on which there is international consensus.”[4]

·         Daniel Barenboim, the renowned Jewish pianist and conductor, is known for his
commitment to peace between Israelis and Palestinians. In 1999, together with Edward Said
(who died in 2003) he created the West–Eastern Divan Orchestra in which Palestinian and
Israeli musicians have come together.[5] Since 1992, he has led the Berlin State Opera.

·          Sumaya Farhat-Naser,  a Christian Palestinian professor and peace activist,  is
particularly committed to dialogue between Palestinian and Israeli women. 

·         Rupert Neudeck, founder of the refugee NGO Cap Anamur in 1979 and now chair of
the 2003-founded NGO Green Helmets. In early 2008, he visited the Gaza Strip.[6] His
organization is installing a 5 kilowatt solar plant between Beit Jala and Hebron, planned to
become operational by mid-March.

Until Thursday, 8 January, the Gaza topic could be seen in TV program announcements, but
disappeared the day after without any explanation. Apparently, the invitees learned only by
Thursday early afternoon about the decision to cancel the show. Instead, the topic of suicide
figured as replacement.

Disinvited Invitees

On 11 January, Neudeck, who was helping the installation of a solar plant in Ruanda for the
Nelson  Mandela  Education  Center  and  who  had  his  flight  from  Johannesburg  to  Berlin
already booked by the ARD,  asserted in  an article  published on the “Green Helmets”
website titled “Cowardice of Politics, Cowardice of the Media: A Humanitarian Interjection”:
“We in Germany, from top (Berlin) to bottom and from Left to Right, are simply holding the
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standpoint of the Israeli Government for the only possible one.”[7]

Farhat-Naser, who is lecturing at Birzeit University north of Ramallah and therefore needed
two days to reach Amman airport in order to fly out, had already arrived in her Berlin hotel
when she learned about the program’s cancelation. In an e-mail sent to her friends, she
shared her deep disappointment and said she did not know how to explain back home that
the TV program had been canceled as the topic had not been considered important enough.

As a consolation, Farhat-Naser was given the opportunity to speak a few minutes during the
pause of Barenboim’s orchestra concert which was broadcast in a live extra program by the
German-Austrian-Swiss public TV network 3sat on 12 January. In an interview with the same
channel a week earlier, Barenboim voiced criticism saying that while Israel had the right to
defend herself, this could not be done by force.[8]

Protesting Initiative

This abrupt change of the 11 January program on Gaza led to speculations about political
pressures being exerted as well as to worries about the country’s debating culture.

An open protest letter,[9] dated 12 January, authored by Mohssen Massarrat,  a retired
Iranian-born politics and economics professor, to the ARD chief editor, Thomas Baumann,
the  chief  editor  of  the  responsible  regional  broadcaster  and  producer  NDR,  Andreas
Cichowicz, and the show’s anchor Anne Will herself, declares “outrage” at the cancelation of
the Gaza show. The letter notes: “We do not know about the circumstances that led to the
cancelation of the planned program. As a result, this decision by the editorial staff is a hard
blow to the freedom of press and democracy in Germany – this is even more unacceptable if
the ARD acted upon political pressure.”

After only 20 hours of the letter being dispatched, it attracted at least 250 signatures by
persons and organizations from a wide range of professional backgrounds in Germany, but
also from individuals in France, Austria, Denmark, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the
United States,  Canada,  Yemen,  Iran and Nicaragua.  Prominent  figures endorsed the letter,
such as the British–Pakistani historian and author Tariq Ali[10], the renowned expert on the
Israeli–Palestinian  conflict  Norman  Finkelstein[11],  Yale  scholar  Immanuel  Wallerstein[12],
Columbia professor Hamid Dabashi[13] and SOAS professor Gilbert Achcar[14]. Ten days
later, the open letter counts more than 700 signatories.

The letter also reads: “Mr. Barenboim, Ms. Farhat-Naser and Mr. Neudeck belong to those
outstanding  personalities  who  admirably  commit  themselves  to  the  Palestinian–Israeli
dialogue and who make sure that the still existent thin thread of human relations between
the two peoples does not rupture.”

The open letter further says: “We deeply regret the cancelation of the program. Precisely
because of Germany’s special responsibility toward Israel and Palestine, the German public
is entitled to obtain comprehensive and sophisticated information about the war in Gaza,
the more so as the German mass media predominantly does not meet their obligation to
cover  the  current  conflict  objectively,  and  informs  the  people  here  only  one-sidedly.  The
firstly planned and then canceled program of the ARD program ‘Anne Will’ would have been
a  first  and  urgent  effort  to  resolve  a  little  this  grievance  of  a  one-sided  coverage  as  to  a
most pressing and current war.” It ends by urging the responsible persons to revive the idea
of an “Anne Will” program on Gaza.
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Contradictory Responses and Open Questions

ARD chief editor Baumann in a long phone conversation with Massarrat did not rule out that
“soon a program would be broadcast on the issue” while emphasizing that in this case ARD
was not under pressure nor would it act under pressure. Likewise those in charge of the
program broadcast  repeatedly  claimed  that  there  was  no  outside  interference  in  the
decision-making and the decision was not based upon political, but “purely upon journalistic
considerations” (Cichowicz). Further, Anne Will’s spokesperson said that the topic of suicide
had a “greater relevance for the people in our country”. As a reaction to such statements,
the junge Welt tauntingly raised the question: “What are 1000 lost lives by Israel’s war
against [the one of] a rich German?”[15]

Cichowicz  in  a  response to  lead complainant  Massarrat  said  that  different  topics  would be
prepared for  each week with a final  decision being made on Thursdays.[16]  Contrastingly,
NDR spokesman Martin Gartzke said that the final decision on the weekly topic of the “Anne
Will” show would be made Fridays at noon as it had happened in the given case.[17] Still
presenting  a  different  time  table,  Ms.  Will’s  spokeswoman  Nina  Tesenfitz  was  quoted  as
saying  that  the  program’s  editorial  team  had  decided  upon  the  suicide  topic  by
midweek.[18] However, as noted earlier, at least two of the invitees had learned about the
cancelation on Thursday.

Whatever the exact procedure may be, it is highly astonishing that such high-profile guests
had been invited, but disinvited on a short notice, Massarrat replied to an e-mail sent by Ms.
Will on 12 January.[19] Not to mention the journalistic duty not to ignore such a brutal
military assault on defenseless people, but to provide a fair and free forum on this important
incident  whose  perpetrator  Israel  is  accused  of  violating  a  host  of  international  laws,
including committing war crimes.[20]

Israeli Pressures or Self-Censorship: Raison d’Etat à l’Allemande

Considering the overall one-sided German (and more broadly Western) media coverage of
the situation in Gaza,[21] the political statements voiced by German officials, and the recent
cancelation of the “Anne Will” Gaza program, it can be suggested that the German “Israel
Lobby” or the Israeli government pressured the broadcaster to cancel the show. The Israeli
Embassy declared that this was “complete non-sense”.[22]

In an e-mail on 10 January, Massarrat had written: “One seems to be forced to suggest that
it was Israel’s government that pushed for the cancelation of the program. Thus, in the most
important German TV network, the new Israel war cannot be discussed freely and critically.
[…]  The  German  raison  d’Etat  vis-à-vis  Israel  is  obviously  including  press  censorship
[…].”[23] It has been widely reported in the media that as a “lesson” to the 2006 Israeli
invasion of Lebanon, this time Tel Aviv had in advance prepared a sophisticated propaganda
and public-relations campaign[24] – which might well have affected German media outlets’
decision-making.

The alternative explanation implies that the editors themselves acted in self-censorship
because of the quasi-taboo in Germany when it comes to any kind of critique vis-à-vis
Israel.[25]

“Prescribed Discriminatory Terminology”
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In the meanwhile, there has been a sequel of the correspondence between the program
authorities and Professor Massarrat, which was also forwarded to the German Press Council
that oversees the freedom of press (see also the German Press Code). Replying to Mr.
Cichowicz and Ms. Will’s rejection (the latter in an interview with the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung)[26]  of  the  claims  put  forward  by  the  open  letter  that  political  pressure  was
exercised and that the German media coverage was one-sided, Massarrat reiterated in an e-
mail on 22 January the above-mentioned open questions while providing examples of the
pro-Israeli Gaza coverage by public broadcasters.[27]

He especially condemned the incessant journalistic usage of the attribute “radical Islamic”
when it came to Hamas, whose “subtle demonization” would provide the audience with the
“necessary pre-condemnation” exterminating any empathy when Israeli bombs fell upon
Palestinians – “according to the motto, whoever is supporting an extremist organization, is
responsible for the consequences”. Against the background of German history – Jewish
demonization  and  Germans’  immunization  toward  Jewish  suffering  in  the  Nazi  period  –  as
well as the manipulation of public opinion in the current crisis, he urges that the “prescribed
discriminatory terminology” be revoked.[28] And indeed, there is hardly any journalist in
German mainstream media who does not attribute “radical Islamic” or “terrorist” to Hamas,
while “Zionist” or even “state-terrorist” is never being attributed when describing Israel.

Massarrat further criticizes ARD correspondents covering the Gaza assault from Tel Aviv,
who – as he proves – would present Israeli  positions in response to questions on what
Germany  might  do  to  contribute  to  a  ceasefire,  reflecting  Israeli  demands  for  a  ceasefire
which would enable her to continue the “illegal blockade policy of the Gaza Strip”. He
concludes by warning that “foe images and demonization of the other psychologically pave
the way for violence and war”. Instead, he urges the “spirit of cooperation and respect for
other cultures” to be promoted by the media.[29]

The Left’s Paralysis

When it comes to the Left, the political strand most inclined to oppose colonial and imperial
ambitions, it has found itself in quite a paralysis – except for the anti-imperialist daily junge
Welt. Also the stances of the German Left Party were far from unanimous in condemning
Israel’s  illegal  endeavor.  While  the party’s  spokesperson in  foreign policy matters,  law
professor Norman Paech, found that “[n]o political goal, no right to defense or self-defense
may justify such a war. A mockery of the UN Charter, a barbarity under the eyes of states
that  hide  their  weakness  and  cowardice  behind  a  mild  criticism,  which  signals  rather
approval than rejection”,[30] the chairman of DIE LINKE’s parliamentary group Gregor Gysi,
who in spring 2008 had called upon his party to bury anti-imperialism and anti-Zionism for
the sake of German raison d’état,[31] wrote: “Israel’s war was conducted as a reaction to
the ongoing firing of rockets from Iran-supported Hamas on Israeli cities and villages, which
also led to dead and injured among the civilian population, and [as a reaction] to the
unilateral revocation of the truce by Hamas.”[32]

The broader German Left  has lacked displaying solidarity  with the brutally  bombarded
Gazans, as Pedram Shahyar, a member of ATTAC Germany’s Coordinating Council, points
out.  The  Left’s  “blockade”  was  due  to  the  “real  problem that  in  the  course  of  conflicts  in
which  Israel  is  involved,  anti-Semitism  is  lurking.  The  leftists  in  this  country  have  a
historically-conditioned sensibility. […] The danger exists that because of the crimes of the
Jewish State a climate arises, in which reactionary forces grow and emancipatory forces lose
relevance”. But, he argues, the Left should acknowledge the simple historical truth that “[i]t
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is the West which since decades has covered the Middle East with war and occupation. It is
the West which has all around installed military bases and puppet governments. In this
Western bloc and its imperial policies the acts of the Israeli state are embedded. So long as
this foreign rule and dominance do not end, there will be no peace.” As a result, if the Left
failed to oppose the “imperial project” of “colonial racism”, it would lose its “moral center”
to stand by the oppressed, Shahyar rightly concludes.[33]

Jewish Voices Against Israel

One of the rare publicly heard voices opposing the invasion of Gaza was Professor Rolf
Verleger, former chairman of the Jewish Community in Schleswig-Holstein (the northernmost
of sixteen German states) who also serves on the board of directors of the Central Council of
Jews in Germany. In an interview with the German public radio Deutschlandfunk (DLF), he
criticized the Central Council’s backing of the Israeli assault as being “shortsighted and
amiss” since what was happening “in the name of Judaism” was and would be a problem for
Judaism itself: “Judaism once was called ‘the religion of acting charity’, wasn’t it? When I say
that  today,  no one is  going to  believe me.  Today Judaism is  a  religion which justifies  land
seizure  and oppression of  Arabs.  This  cannot  be true!  The Central  Council  of  Jews in
Germany must see this as a problem which must be confronted.”[34] The Central Council is
known for its unconditional support for wars conducted by Israel.

The psychologist further noted that he sometimes had the feeling that German politicians
were quite appreciating that “the Jews” and Israel become delinquent, which would be
contributing to the “discharge” of Germany. “This is not responsible”, concluded Verleger.
To  be responsible  meant  to  signal  Israel  that  it  had to  act  according to  international
rules.[35]  

European Jews for a Just Peace (EJPJ) Germany took out an ad in the Süddeutsche Zeitung,
the country’s highest-circulation newspaper of liberal couleur, headlined “German Jews say
NO to the murdering by the Israeli army”, which read: “We are appalled by this inhumanity.
[…] Do German politicians really believe that it is a compensation of the murdering of our
Jewish kinsfolk that Israel can now […] do whatever crosses her mind?” It further notes:
“Hamas is using terrorist methods, but this is also what the elected representation of Israel
does, in fact hundredfold more effective.”[36]

In the same vein, Evelyn Hecht-Galinski, a Jewish–German activist and a daughter of the
former president of the Central Council of Jews in Germany Heinz Galinski, writes: “Not the
elected Hamas government, but the brutal occupation force, namely the government of a
radical-Jewish state has to be taken to the The Hague war tribunal.”[37] She had previously
called the Central Council acting as “mouthpiece of the Israeli government in Germany”.

The  online  edition  of  the  Süddeutsche  Zeitung  interviewed  German-born  Israeli  peace
activist and founder of “Gush Shalom” Uri Avnery, in which the 85-year old laid out that
Israel had not been showing any interest to cut a peace deal with the Palestinians over the
past years.[38] These were indeed by and large the only voices dissenting from publicized
mainstream opinion, severely attacked by neoconservative and pro-Zionist circles such as
the blog Die Achse des Guten (“Axis of the Good”)[39].

Merkel’s Media? Hardly Fair

Despite ongoing attacks on Gaza and the rising number of casualties,  last Sunday, 18
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January,  the  Gaza  topic  was  again  circumvented  by  the  “Anne  Will”  show.  While  the
competitor political talk show “Maybrit Illner” (named after the anchor and broadcast by
ZDF – the “Second German Television”) also hushed up the Gaza tragedy, the third major
political talk show “hart aber fair” (“hard but fair” – also broadcast by ARD) covered in its 19
January program the topic of “Bloody ruins in Gaza – How far does our solidarity with Gaza
go?” In a poll posted on its website in the run-up to the program, the question was raised
whether  one  should  refrain  from  criticizing  Israel.  Almost  70  percent  negated  the
question.[40]

As the leading scholar on the Israel–Palestine conflict Norman Finkelstein pointed out when
laying down the sliding support  for  Israeli  policies among Americans,  “the propaganda
edifice  is  beginning  to  fall  apart.  It’s  falling  apart  for  many  reasons.  But  I  think  the  main
reason is: More and more people know more and more of the truth about what’s happening.
It’s due in part obviously to the alternative media”. He added that “the challenge for all of
us is to tell the truth”, while advising “Tell no lies, stick scrupulously to the facts, claim no
easy victories” and by doing so “we can win over public opinion to this cause”.[41]

It  can  be  suggested  that  the  massive  Israeli  propaganda  efforts  are  a  reaction  to  those
seemingly  important  shifts  in  Western  public  opinion.  In  an  online  poll  conducted  by
Germany’s  leading conservative  newspaper  Frankfurter  Allgemeine Zeitung  on  whether
Hamas or  Israel  were right,  the results  had been largely  manipulated after  the Israeli
representation at the United Nations in Geneva had sent out an e-mail entitled “We need
your votes”, which led to the result of over 70 percent declaring solidarity with Israel.[42]

The discussants appearing on the above mentioned “hart  aber fair”  show were Michel
Friedman, a former vice-president (2000-03) of the Central Council of Jews in Germany and
former chairman (2001-03) of the European Jewish Congress, Rudolf  Dressler,  a former
German ambassador to Israel (2000-05), Ulrich Kienzle, a veteran journalist specialized on
the Middle East,  Norbert  Blüm, a  former German Minister,  and last  but  not  least  Udo
Steinbach,  former  long-year  director  of  German  Institute  for  Middle  East  Studies
(1976–2006),  known as  the  German Orient  Institute,  being  one of  the  country’s  most
respected Islam and Mideast expert.

Steinbach, known for his candid analyses, had at the outset of the war on Gaza appeared on
the  country’s  prime  daily  TV  news  magazine  ARD  “Tagesthemen”  as  well  as  ZDF
“Morgenmagazin” (a prominent morning news magazine), in which he denounced Israel’s
“brutal undertaking” in the first 36 hours of the attack with a death toll of 350, which was
“simply immoral”.[43] His successor at the German Orient Institute, Gunter Mulack, harshly
criticized Steinbach for his indeed accurate comments and instead blamed Hamas for the
crisis, though suggesting Israel’s actions were “disproportionate”.[44]

Instead of discussing the current conflict, the “hart aber fair” program focused on the issue
of  latent  anti-Semitism.  Correctly,  Steinbach  lamented  the  debate  slipped  off  to  “side
scenes” instead of paying due attention to politics. However, noteworthy political remarks
had  been  voiced.  While  Friedman  emphasized  Israel’s  right  to  defend  herself  against
“Hamas terrorists”, Kienzle replied that the problem in Germany was that while Palestinians
killing civilians were considered terrorists, Israelis doing the same were conversely called
self-defenders.  Blüm,  a  Christian  believer  who  when  criticizing  Israel  was  repeatedly
defamed as an anti-Semite, pointed to the continuous hardship under which Palestinians
have been suffering.  Steinbach emphasized the decades-long illegal  occupation of  land by
Israel  and the shortcomings of Western and Israeli  policies to contribute to a peaceful
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settlement of the conflict.

After all, the “hart aber fair” program was hardly fair as it turned to ignore the Gaza conflict,
but instead focused on the “if” and “how” criticism towards Israel should be voiced. This is a
tactic  frequently  utilized  in  Germany  to  circumvent  any  facts-based  debate  on
Israel–Palestine or even issues pertaining to Islamic countries, such as the Iran conflict. After
all,  Blüm made  a  statement  which  seems  the  most  accurate  one  when  it  comes  to
Germany’s judeocidal past and present Israeli crimes: “Our responsibility out of the terrible
crimes of the Nazi era done to the Jews – incomparable crimes – … my conclusion that I
draw from that, my kind of Vergangenheitsbewältigung [a notion referring to a struggle to
come to terms with the Nazi past—AFN], precisely because we have made ourselves guilty
in such a way, to work for a world in which no longer people are being tortured, killed,
oppressed, no matter where they are coming from. This is true for Israelis and Palestinians
alike. […] Human rights apply to everyone.”  

In sum, it can be concluded that most of the German media are indeed complying with
Chancellor Merkel’s will – it was not only Ms. Will.

 

Ali Fathollah-Nejad is a German–Iranian political scientist focusing on the international
relations of the Middle East. For the open letter, he gained the signatures of prominent
figures outside of Germany.
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